Accessible Documents
Learn document formatting (PDFs, Microsoft, Google Docs) in regard to accessibility design.

Creating Accessible Course Content (5 Weeks)
In this self-paced online course we'll review the aspects of accessibility and usability. You'll be provided with tutorials for ensuring your documents are created with accessibility in mind. You'll learn how to create accessible images, videos, tables, and hyperlinks in documents and learn how to retrofit your documents, presentations, and use captioning tools for multimedia content.

Conferencing Tools
Learn how to use our Sierra College enabled Big Blue Button (BBB) conferencing tool right in Canvas. We will also compare Zoom with BBB.

HTML Canvas Design
In class you will be provided with several HTML codes as options in altering the Canvas content page design. Learn how to create tabs, a Twitter widget, Voice Thread, a white board, and various boxes within your Canvas content page.

Instructor Presence
In distance education, instructor presence involves the interactivity of the instructor with their created content and their students. Learn ways to add the necessary components to your course.

Modules and Pages
Learn how to do modules and pages.

Online Course Design
We will delve into the steps of Backwards Design. This is a must-have instructional design strategy for your pedagogical and teaching toolbox.

PowerPoint with Narration
Learn how to add narration to your PowerPoint presentations and if you choose to, save it as a video.

Rubrics and Distance Learning
Rubrics in relation to distance learning

Supporting Motivation in Online Education
Learn ways to create a sense of community while supporting students feelings of autonomy and competence.

Universal Design for Learning
We will cover ways to provide multiple means of engagement, representation, and action & expression.